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Introduction
What are the issues surrounding final delivery in today’s consumer-driven marketplace? Consumers want products
delivered when and where they want them, and the concept of ‘get local’ is the best way to meet their demands. In
order to get a handle on your company’s final delivery capabilities, Tompkins Supply Chain Consortium developed
and executed a survey for industry executives on the subject. This report, based on the recent survey conducted by
the Consortium, helps to clarify what companies are doing (and not doing) in regard to final delivery for the end
consumer.

Survey Demographics
The survey includes completed responses from nearly 100 supply chain and business leaders. Survey demographics
illustrate industry, segment, and company size.
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Figure 1: Percentage of Responses by Major Industry

Figure 1 indicates that 35% of respondents are with manufacturing companies, plus 33% from retailers and 17% from
3PLs. This is a strong mix of industries as a survey population. The survey also divulges information about segments
within industries that are represented by company participants.
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Figure 2: Percentage of Responses by Segment

The top five industry segments participating in the survey include consumer products, apparel, transportation
services/3PL, food and beverage, and pharmaceutical/medical devices. The Consortium found the 3PL group to be
the most surprising because companies are clearly interested in helping their clients with final delivery and last mile
handling.
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Figure 3: Percentage of Responses by Company Size
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This data follows a pattern that we frequently see from other survey participants, where the $1B - $10B category has
the largest number of respondents, followed by the smaller companies in the less than $250M category. This mix of
company sizes is excellent for a survey of this type.

Survey Data
The next segment of survey questions focuses on a series of perspectives on final delivery. Survey respondents
were asked to either agree or disagree, and to explain “why” if they feel differently. The first perspective is:
The customer’s location is a factor when discussing the speed of delivery. If a customer is in the top 40 metropolitan
statistical areas (MSAs), then there is an expectation for faster delivery. If the customer is in the next 60 MSAs, the
expectation is medium speed. Finally, the rest of the country expects slower speeds.
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Figure 4: Customer Location (MSA) is a Driver of Delivery Speed Expectations

Figure 4 shows that 64% of survey respondents agree that the customer’s location is a driver of delivery speed
expectations. Many of the comments indicate that it is the experience that counts, so there is little or no relationship
between the customer’s location and their expectation for speed of delivery. Others indicate that the industry and the
nature of the products are larger factors than customer location.
Still, others feel that speed is based on the need regardless of location—that is, someone in a more remote area of
the country still expects fast delivery if they need the product(s) quickly. Several companies say they treat all
customers the same, regardless of the customer’s location or other factors.
The next comment that survey respondents assessed is:
The customer’s age is a factor in the expectations for speed of delivery. If a customer is 20 years old, then they have
an expectation that delivery speed is fast. If the customer is 40 years old, the expectation is medium speed. Those 60
years old and above have slower speed expectations.
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Percentage of Responses: Age
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Figure 5: Customer Age as a Driver of Delivery Speed Expectations

Nearly 46% of survey respondents agree that customer age is a driver of delivery speed expectations. However,
there are many other views concerning this point. The most significant is that the age of consumers has less and less
to do with customers’ general expectations for speed in today’s market.
Even older customers expect products to be delivered when they need
them, and for many, that means as quickly as possible. Respondents also
believe the product type (and therefore industry) has more to do with the
expectations for delivery than customer age, while some respondents
agree that customer age is in general a factor for today’s savvy
e-commerce shopper—who can be of any age.
The next perspective focuses on the type of products and industry
segment that has the most pressure on speed of delivery:
Type of product makes a difference to customers’ speed of delivery
expectations. If the product is food, the expectation is for fast delivery.
For luxury and apparel items, moderately fast delivery is expected, while
electronics delivery speed expectations are medium. Expectations are
moderately medium for appliances, yet expectations are even lower—and
slower—for home furnishings.

How does the age of
consumers affect
customers’ general
expectations for
speed?
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Percentage of Responses: Product
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Figure 6: Product Type/Industry Segment as a Driver of Delivery Speed Expectations

In this case, 60% of survey participants agree that product type (or basically industry segment) is a driver of delivery
speed expectations. Customers believe some types of products are easier and more beneficial to deliver quickly, so
their delivery expectations are higher. The 40% that disagree point out many examples where products of all types
are delivered next-day, and discounted the industry segment as the major detriment of delivery speed.
But what about the price point of the items being delivered? Does a more expensive item drive an increase in the
delivery expectation?
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Figure 7: Price Point as a Driver of Delivery Speed Expectations
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The results indicate that only 43% of survey participants believe price point influences delivery speed expectations.
The majority of respondents do not feel that the price of an item and its delivery speed are related in consumers’
minds.
The last survey perspective on delivery speed is:
Time of year and when the product is sold are factors that affect delivery speed expectations. The delivery speed for
Holiday 2016 will be very fast and the year 2016 will be moderately fast. Holiday 2015 will be fast and the year 2015
will be moderately fast. Holiday 2014 expectations will be medium delivery speed and 2014 will be moderate medium
speed. Holiday 2013 was relatively slow and the year 2013 was very slow. Expectations will continue to ramp up as
time passes and the holiday season will have even higher expectations from customers.
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Figure 8: Time of Year as a Driver of Delivery Speed Expectations

More than 60% of survey respondents view time of year as a factor in delivery speed expectations. Tompkins’
perspective is that as time passes, the expectations for faster delivery will continue to accelerate, and a majority of
respondents agree. However, others point out that, every year, expectations at the holiday are very high. Some
respondents feel that delivery expectations are a function of need and time of year (except for the holiday season).
We were surprised at the relatively low percentage of companies who agreed with the perspectives on speed of
delivery. It is very clear that companies see a combination of factors that truly influence consumer delivery
expectations.
There are no specific factors that stand out as the reasons consumers react to delivery speeds. The fact remains that
all consumers are buying products online and their expectations are as varied as they are, but their location, type of
product, and whether it is the holiday season are factors worth considering.
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Additional Analysis
Further analysis was conducted to review other survey questions. What delivery options are provided to consumers
by survey respondents?
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Figure 9: Delivery Options Provided to Consumers

More than 24% of companies identify same-day delivery as an option they provide. The most likely delivery options
are 2-day and next-day delivery. This result follows what we expected and clearly shows that companies may offer
many time period options. In a subsequent question, the issue of charging for better delivery options is addressed,
which is largely affected by consumer’s choices. The survey also reveals what companies are planning for the future
and whether same-day or next-day delivery will be part of their delivery options.
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Figure 10: Future of Same-Day or Next-Day Delivery
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The Consortium expected that a fairly substantial number of companies will be gearing up for same-day or next-day
delivery. The data in Figure 10 does not indicate that companies are preparing for significant future increases. Many
companies did not answer or have no plans for same-day or next-day options.
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Figure 11: Additional Charges for Same-Day and/or Next-Day

As expected, more than 70% of companies charge for same-day or next-day delivery. Other responses say that they
are not yet charging for same-day or next-day, or that it is dependent upon the order circumstances whether an
additional charge applied.
The next question asks respondents what they are doing to plan for pickup and delivery options today.
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Companies indicate a strong preference for using national parcel carriers for pickup and delivery, followed by 3PLs
and couriers, and store pickup as a last option. The store pickup option has grown significantly over the past few
years, so it is not surprising that 43% of surveyed companies are using store pickup and delivery.
The next question focuses on e-fulfillment and how companies are modifying their distribution networks to
accommodate Internet orders.
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Figure 13: Planning for and Executing E-Fulfillment

The most popular selection choice (54.2%) is combined distribution centers (DCs) and fulfillment centers (FCs). This
is followed closely by standalone FCs and utilizing stores for fulfillment. The trends toward standalone FCs and store
fulfillment are expected to continue to grow over time, and combined DCs and FCs to slowly reduce as e-commerce
volumes and demands ramp up.
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The response receiving the most attention is modifying DCs to do e-fulfillment. This can be a good choice, but only if
executed correctly and accounting for the very different needs of the e-commerce marketplace. The second option:
adding FCs regionally can be a sound decision based on the locations and characteristics of the facilities. A large
number of survey participants did not answer, which indicates they may not have a fully developed e-commerce
fulfillment strategy.
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Figure 15: Infrastructure Moving Online to Support E-Commerce

Nearly 40% of survey participants did not answer or indicate e-commerce is not a part of their strategic plans. Almost
as many (37%) believe that infrastructure is either going to be deployed rapidly in 3 to 6 months or in the next year.
Therefore, many companies are pushing changes to their infrastructure to meet the growing number of e-commerce
shoppers.

Conclusions
The results of this survey offer a significant amount of detail to confirm select perspectives about final delivery as
defined by same-day or next-day, but the results also provide new information on company thinking. The most
significant conclusions from the survey include:



Fairly significant confirmation concerning speed of delivery for factors varying from customer location,
product type, and therefore industry segment and time of year.



Same-day delivery is not as common as assumed. Two-day and next-day are the most commonly used
delivery options. Plans for the future do not always include extensive same-day delivery options.



Added charges for same-day and next-day delivery are very common.
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Store pickup has grown greatly as an option for customers where parcel carriers and couriers are not the
right answer. Delivery lockers have also gained in popularity, and the Consortium believes this trend will
continue.



Standalone FCs are becoming much more common for companies, which makes sense to continue to grow
with volume and customer requirements.



The current trend is to modify DCs to execute e-fulfillment, but the Consortium also predicts that FCs will
become a staple in many companies’ distribution networks over time.



Clearly, the e-commerce world is changing very rapidly and the forces on companies to change their
distribution networks, technology, and infrastructure are following suit. Companies who are successful in the
future with multichannel distribution will have to react to changing customer patterns and expectations.

Now is the time to ensure your company has a smart plan for final delivery going forward. Develop a strategy that
leads to successfully integrating e-commerce into your overall supply chain plan. For questions or more information
about this topic, contact the author Bruce Tompkins at btompkins@tompkinsinc.com.
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About Tompkins Supply Chain Consortium
Tompkins Supply Chain Consortium is the premier source for supply chain benchmarking and best practices
knowledge. With more than 350 participating retail, manufacturing, wholesale/distribution and 3PL companies, the
Consortium sponsors a comprehensive repository of over 10,000 data points complemented by search capabilities,
online analysis tools, topic forums and peer networking for supply chain executives and practitioners. The
Consortium is led by the needs of its membership and an Advisory Board that includes executives from Domino’s
Pizza, GlaxoSmithKline, Hallmark, Ingram Micro, Kane is Able, Miller-Coors, The Coca-Cola Company, Target and
University of Wisconsin. To learn more about how your company can become a member of the Supply Chain
Consortium, contact Patty Trocchio at ptrocchio@tompkinsinc.com or visit www.supplychainconsortium.com.

Register for the 2014 Tompkins Supply Chain Leadership Forum

Meet the expert! Learn more about this topic and meet the report author Bruce Tompkins at the Tompkins Supply
Chain Leadership Forum.
For details and registration information, click here. To register, contact Patty Trocchio at
events@supplychainconsortium.com.
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